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Dear Mr. Read, 

As an author (of children's and young-adult books) I am in considerable distress about the 
Justice Department's upside-down and inside-out proposed settlement of its lawsuit alleging that 
five large publishers and Apple "colluded" in introducing agency pricing for e-books. How can 
they not see that agency pricing was a defensive reaction that brought book-publishing back 
toward Fair Practice--and that their proposed settlement is not in the public interest? The 
proposal imperils brick-and-mortar bookstores by allowing the online monopolist Amazon to 
return to underpricing the new titles from larger publishers that bring readers into bookstores. 
(And, yes, that can affect me and my already very uncertain income directly, since children's 
books are not sold primarily online.) For authors, bookstores play, as our Authors Guild says, "a 
vital role in our literary ecosystem," and the public has a strong interest in protecting them from 
predation. 

Moreover, also thanks to Amazon's predatory, anti-competitive pricing, before agency pricing 
Amazon had a 90% share-a monopoly-- of e-book business, and was paying royalties to 
authors in its publishing program that were half ofwhat others paid. After agency pricing came 
in, corrections to their practices meant that competition reappeared, and I have a decent choice of 
alternatives for e-book publication. I was even thinking ofusing Amazon's program for an out
of-print book I am currently formatting as an e-book, but now that the Proposed Settlement 
would allow Amazon to resume its predatory practices, all that has to be on indefinite Hold. The 
proposal would allow Amazon and others to sell e-books at below cost, so long as the vendors 
don't lose money on the publisher'S entire list ofe-books-and pardon me, but that's a crock. It 
costs a pittance to create and store an e-book file, so Amazon, thanks to bestsellers, could 
radically underprice every in-print book they sell, thereby deeply cutting the returns to authors 
and publishers--and still make money. 

The Justice Department's proposal is-in fact if not in intention-backing an online monopolist 
and in doing so discouraging competition both with honest-to-goodness bookstores, and among 
e-book vendors and e-book device developers. That's bizarre! 

Yours anxiously,. 
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